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DOLLY PARTON, SONGTELLER:  

MY LIFE AND LYRICS

By Dolly Parton

This visually rich volume celebrates the remarkable life 
and career of country music legend Dolly Parton. Mining 
over 60 years of songwriting, this extraordinary book 
showcases 150 of Dolly’s songs, bringing readers behind 
the lyrics to reveal the personal stories, candid insights, 
and myriad memories that have defined Dolly’s journey. 
Complete with never-before-seen photographs and classic 
memorabilia, this landmark volume offers an exclusive 
look at one of country music’s most illustrious icons.

Jacketed hardcover, $50.00, 22.9 x 30.5 cm, 368 pages, 4-color photographs 
throughout, 80,000 words, Fall 2020

Photograph by Aled Lewis from LEGO® Small Parts: The Secret Life of Minifigures

COVER TO BE 

REVEALED

3
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LEGO® MINIFIGURE JOURNAL

This colorful minifigure flexi-journal lets you share your LEGO® fandom with the world—
and is perfect to have on hand when inspiration strikes, whether it’s at school, at work, 
or on the go. Featuring a bold minifigure cover and lined pages with room for new ideas, 
lists, and notes, this multi-purpose journal will inspire LEGO lovers of all ages to take their 
imagination to new heights. 

Flexi-bound paperback journal, $10.95, 13 x 18 cm, 192 pages, lined, Fall 2020

LEGO® MINIFIGURE PUZZLE

This challenging 1000-piece puzzle comes together to reveal a collection of your favorite 
LEGO® minifigures . . . as you’ve never seen them before! Whether you are a longtime 
builder or have just started clicking bricks together, this puzzle creates LEGO fun the 
whole family can enjoy together.    

Box with lid, $17.95, 28 x 23 cm, 1000 pieces, Fall 2020

LEGO® MINIFIGURE NOTECARDS

Send a smile to your favorite LEGO® fan with Minifigure Notes for all occasions! This box 
of 20 note cards and envelopes features a collection of hilarious and heartwarming mini-
figure art, perfect for sharing the LEGO® love with friends and family throughout the year. 
Themes include: birthday, thank you, special occasion, holiday, and more.  

Box with lid, $15.95, 11 x 14 x 4 cm, 20 notes and envelopes, Fall 2020 

Also Available Spring 2020:
LEGO® STILL LIFE WITH BRICKS, LEGO® SMALL PARTS, LEGO® NOTE BRICKS, LEGO® BRICK NOTEBOOK, 
LEGO® STILL LIFE WITH BRICKS: 100 COLLECTIBLE POSTCARDS, LEGO® BRICK ERASERS, LEGO® PAINT  
PARTY: 1000-PIECE PUZZLE

Entertainment & Pop Culture

SECRETS OF LEGO® HOUSE
By Jesus Diaz

A photography-driven, insider’s guide to “the official home of the brick,” the famous LEGO® 
House located near LEGO headquarters in Billund, Denmark. This book explores the magic 
of LEGO® House as readers tour the themed “zones”—yellow for emotions, blue for problem 
solving, green for social interaction, and red for creativity. The text explores the ethos of 
the house as it reveals its true “secret”—that everything in the house is designed around 
nine core principles of learning through play. This is a bright, colorful celebration of LEGO® 
House and LEGO ideals, for those who might not be able to travel to Billund and experience 
the wonder of it firsthand. 

Jacketed Hardcover, $40.00, 28 x 23 cm, 160 pages, 100 color photographs, 20,000 words, Spring 2021

LEGO® THE ART OF THE MINIFIGURE

By Brian Barrett 

This landmark volume celebrates the colorful history, evolving design, and lasting impact  
of one of the most recognizable toys on the planet—the one and only LEGO® minifigure.  
It includes compelling essays, lush full-color photography, and never-before-seen visuals 
from inside the LEGO archives and beyond. A must-own for collectors, fans, and LEGO 
builders of all ages, this is a wide-reaching visual exploration of why the minifigure  
matters—as a beloved toy and as a singular cultural icon. 

Jacketed Hardcover with die-cut cover, $40.00, 23 x 28 cm, 160 pages, 100 color photographs, 15,000 words, Fall 2020

LEGO® WE JUST CLICK

Little LEGO Love Stories 

By Aled Lewis 

LEGO® We Just Click is a sweet and humorous look at love within the zany LEGO® universe. 
Fifty pairs of iconic minifigures answer the timeless question: “I knew we clicked when. . .” 
sharing heartwarming moments of romance, friendship, and love, in all its forms. With a little 
something for the LEGO lover in each of us, the book features a different diverse relation-
ship on each spread, highlighting what our favorite minifigures love about each  
other with delightful, punny humor. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $15.95, 13 x 18 cm, 128 pages, 50 color illustrations, 500 words, Fall 2020

LEGO® SMALL PARTS 2 (TENTATIVE TITLE) 

By Aled Lewis 

Minifigures are just like us! We’re back for a second round of LEGO® Small Parts, with 
all-new jokes, puns, and tiny existential problems from the weird and wacky LEGO® world. 
Laugh along as we watch minifigures navigate the small parts of family life just like we do—
from finding love, to rising minifigure babies, to climbing the plastic ladder at work. Small 
Parts 2 is clever fun for the whole family, and LEGO brand humor at its best. 

Unjacketed Hardcover, $15.95, 17 x 17 cm, 64 pages, 50 color illustrations, 500 words, Spring 2021
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STAR WARS: THE JEDI MIND

Secrets from the Force for Balance and Peace

By Amy Ratcliffe 

The philosophical tenets that inform the Jedi Code are focused on peace, knowledge, 
serenity, and balance, and are applicable not just in the galaxy far, far away, but also in our 
own galaxy, here and now. (“Trust your feelings.”—Obi-Wan Kenobi.) This accessible pop 
culture spin on mindfulness takes quotations and lessons from Star Wars and pairs them 
with practices such a breathing, posture, and meditation to help readers engage them in their 
own lives. (“Your focus determines your reality.”—Qui-Gon Jinn) Twenty color illustrations 
illuminate the book’s thoughtful advice, making it the perfect gift for Star Wars fans looking 
for balance, and seekers of inner calm open to learning from the Jedi Masters.

Unjacketed hardcover, $14.95, 15.25 x 15.25 cm, 80 pages, 20 color illustrations, 10,000 words, Fall 2020

STAR WARS: DARTH VADER AND FAMILY  

SCHOOL YEARS KEEPSAKE JOURNAL

By Jeffrey Brown

Parents and young padawans alike will love this keepsake journal for recording treasured 
memories from preschool through 8th grade, including family trips, celebrations, and more. 
Featuring brand-new and fan-favorite artwork from Jeffrey Brown’s Darth Vader and Son 
series, 13 expandable pockets can be filled with photos, report cards, art projects, and  
mementos, with writing prompts to keep track of friends, hobbies, and other milestones.  

Paperback, $19.95, 19.25 x 24 cm, 13 envelopes, color images, 500 words, Fall 2020

STAR WARS MAZES

By Sean C. Jackson

Expert maze creator (and lifelong Star Wars fan) Sean Jackson conjures a galaxy of 
gorgeously illustrated, inventive and exciting mazes from Star Wars environments and loca-
tions, ranging from the forest moon of Endor to Bespin’s Cloud City, dusty Jakku, the Death 
Star, the Wookiee homeworld of Kashyyyk, pod races, fields of clone armies and much more. 
Each full-color maze includes notes about the environment and special bonus elements to 
find hidden along the way.

Paperback, $14.95, 25.4 x 25.4 cm, 64 pages, full-color mazes, 2,000 words, Spring 2021

THE DISNEY PRINCESS

A Celebration of Art and Creativity

By Charles Solomon

In every classic Disney fairy tale, the princess has always been the heart and soul—the magic 
ingredient that ties the masterpiece together. Now, with the release of never-before-seen 
concept art from the legendary Disney archive, nostalgic fans and collectors finally have 
the chance to get a closer look at how each of these princesses came to be. With over 200 
colorful images, this spectacular eye-catching package serves as the definitive celebration 
and history of the Disney princess from 1937 to 2019.

Jacketed Hardcover, $50, 20 x 25 cm, 240 pages, color illustrations, 33,000 words, Fall 2020

ART OF RAYA AND THE LAST DRAGON 

Inspired by the stunning visual development art from Disney’s newest animated action 
adventure, this book reveals never-before-seen concept art, character sketches, storyboards, 
and color scripts, along with dozens of informative quotes from the production team  
(Raya and the Last Dragon releases in US theaters in November 25, 2020).

Jacketed hardcover, $40, 28 x 23 cm, 160 pages, full-color images throughout, Fall 2020

THEY DREW AS THEY PLEASED, VOL 6

The Hidden Art of Disney’s New Golden Age
By Didier Ghez

The 1990s through 2010s marked the New Golden Age of 
Disney Animation Studios. Blockbusters like The Little 
Mermaid, The Lion King, Beauty and the Beast, Aladdin, 
and Frozen captivated audiences around the globe. This 
gorgeous volume is the culmination of this landmark series, 

profiling artists Joe Grant, Hans Bacher, Mike Gabriel, and Michael Giaimo while exploring 
how Disney navigated the dramatic shift to computer animation. With vivid descriptions, 
never-before-seen art, and interviews with the artists themselves, this visually rich collection 
offers a rare view of the artists whose collective talents exemplify Disney’s storied past  
and visionary leap forward.

Jacketed Hardcover, $50.00, 28 x 23 cm, 208 pages, 100 color photographs, 15,000 words, Fall 2020

DISNEY VILLAINS: 100 COLLECTIBLE POSTCARDS

This box of collectible postcards showcases the most enchantingly 
evil foes and sidekicks in the Disney realm, with villains from classic 
films like Jafar from Aladdin, Ursula from The Little Mermaid, 
Scar from The Lion King, and many more. Featuring a mix of 
colorful production art, style guide art, and collectable final frames, 
these 100 unique postcards celebrate the art that defines  
the quintessential Disney Villain.

Box with hinged lid, $22.95, 11 x 16 x 6 cm, 100 postcards, Fall 2020
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FEATHERED AND FABULOUS
By Alison Throckmorton 

A playful combination of birds and sass, this humor book chronicles the lives of the middle- 
aged avian elite. Barb is nearing 60 and if she sees an exquisite fur coat, she’s going to get it. 
Elaine hates golf but loves a good mimosa, so if it means having to resist rolling her eyes at 
the other wives’ gossip while their husbands are on the course, she’ll gladly play along. With 
60 full-color photographs of fabulous birds paired with snappy captions, this book is a hoot 
for anyone suffering from midlife ennui. 

Paperback, $14.95, 12 x 17 cm, 64 pages, 60 color photographs, 1,000 words, Spring 2021

GOODBYE SALAD DAYS

A Quarter-Life Crisis

By Traer Scott

Kevin’s just a regular hamster in a familiar quarter-life crisis. 
He’s got his own hamster-sized home, hamster-sized furniture, 
and the soul-crushing societal expectation to do adulthood 
right. That means enduring the grind of work responsibilities, 

an aching body, and mounting pressure from his parents to start a family, amongst other things. 
Goodbye Salad Days tells Kevin’s story through 25 scenarios comprised of short captions and 
full-color photographs taken in handmade dioramas. Both adorable and painfully relatable, 
this book is sure to hit a soft spot in any reader trying to make the best of growing up.

Unjacketed Hardcover, $14.95, 20 x 15 cm, 64 pages, color photographs, 2,300 words, Fall 2020

CUTE ANIMALS FOR HARD TIMES

In a world full of political meltdown, social media fatigue, and the 
constant mental health struggle, it’s hard to find solace. This book 
offers a delightful oasis via the tried-and-true cure for a sad day—
ridiculously cute animals. With over 75 full-color photographs, Cute 
Animals for Hard Times is packed full of adorable animals sure to 
get anyone out of a bad mood. After all, what else could possibly  
be cuter than some floofs and boops?

Unjacketed Hardcover, $12.95, 15 x 15 cm, 80 pages, 75 color photographs, 25 words, Fall 2020

WILD MASTERPIECES 
By Evan Douglas

Profound, mysterious, nonsensical—this is the world of Wild 
Masterpieces. Based on the eponymous Instagram account, this 
humor book is brimming with Douglas’s bizarre portraits featuring 
cats, dogs, llamas, chicks, pandas, and more gracing the grandest 
landscapes our world has to offer. Paired with inspirational quotes, 
each of these 60 portraits remind us that if we stay paw-sitive, life 
can be udder-ly wonderful. 

Hardcover, $14.95, 15 x 20 cm, 128 pages, color photographs, gold foil, 660 words, Fall 2020

He is sure that he can’t stay out drinking  
all night and still make it to work in the morning,  

and he is definitely not going to do it again. 

Kevin tells himself this every time. 

GoodbyeSaladDays_INT_2G.indd   10-11 1/15/20   5:23 PM

Stoic solitude was a bust, so Kevin’s  
going to try to get in touch with his need  

for speed instead. 

GoodbyeSaladDays_INT_2G.indd   30-31 1/15/20   5:23 PM

WILD MASTERPIECE NO.  1

If you live in 
scarcity, you’ll 

never reach 
abundance.

WildMasterpieces_INT_1G.indd   18-19WildMasterpieces_INT_1G.indd   18-19 1/2/20   11:24 AM1/2/20   11:24 AM

WILD MASTERPIECE NO.  1

Find solutions 
instead of  

purr-oblems.

WildMasterpieces_INT_1G.indd   114-115WildMasterpieces_INT_1G.indd   114-115 1/2/20   11:25 AM1/2/20   11:25 AM



WHY SHE WROTE

Behind the Pens of Women Writers in the Time of Jane Austen
By Hannah Chapman and Lauren Burke 
Illustrated by Kaley Bales

Behind every great literary woman, there is a spark that calls them to write. Discover 
the untold stories behind the careers of women writers from the 18th and 19th centuries 
with this new illustrated collection, including Jane Austen, Louisa May Alcott, and the 
Brontë sisters, and their lesser-known but equally fascinating contemporaries, such as 
Frances Harper, Ann Radcliffe, Sui Sin Far, and Anne Lister. With comics illustrating  
pivotal moments in each woman’s life, accompanied by narrative biographical text and 
fun facts, this easy-to-read collection is a must-have for aspiring writers and literary 
history enthusiasts alike.

Hardcover, $19.95, 15.24 x 22.86 cm, 224 pages, color illustrations, Spring 2021

THE LITTLE WORLD OF LIZ CLIMO FLEXI JOURNAL

By Liz Climo

Adorned with some of her beloved animal friends and featuring 
all-new comics as well as fan favorites, this journal will spark joy 
and laughter in animal lovers and Liz Climo fans alike.

Paperback, $10.95, 12 x 17 cm, 192 pages, comics throughout, 480 words, Fall 2020

THE LITTLE WORLD OF LIZ CLIMO POSTCARD BOOK

By Liz Climo

Share the little word of Liz Climo with friends and family! Featuring 
brand-new comics and fan favorites showcasing the bestselling 
artist’s delightful casts of animal friends, these 30 postcards will 
bring a smile to all who receive one, no matter the occasion. 

Paperback, $9.95, 12 x 16.5 cm, 30 different color cards, 450 words, Fall 2020
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MEN TO AVOID IN ART AND LIFE

By Nicole Tersigni

In honor of all the women who have endured overbearing men 
over the centuries, Men to Avoid in Art and Life epitomizes the 
spirit of mansplaining with hilariously painful accuracy through 
witty pairings of classical fine art and modern captions. Whether 
it’s supplying keen insight on the female anatomy, providing an 

eloquent defense of catcalling, or offering sage advice about horseback riding to the woman 
who owns the horse, these less than qualified men of antiquity dish out mediocrity as if  
it’s pure genius. 

Unjacketed Hardcover, $14.95, 15 x 15 cm, 96 pages, color images, 2,300 words, Fall 2020

MY LITTLE OCCULT BOOK CLUB

By Steven Rhodes

For fans of dark humor, nostalgic horror, and vintage books alike, 
My Little Occult Book Club is a laugh-out-loud collection of artist 
Steven Rhodes’ most popular parody book covers illustrated in 
the style of ‘70s and ’80s children’s books. Framed as a sendup of 
vintage subscription book catalogs, My Little Occult Book Club  
features faux titles such as Necromancy for Beginners, Sell Your 
Soul! (Economics for Children), and Caring for Your Demon Cat, 
along with funny puzzles, activities, and even a free fold-out poster. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $14.95, 12.7 x 17.78 cm, 80 pages, color illustrations, fold-out poster: 24.76 x 34.92cm, Fall 2020

COSMIC CARE

The Intergalactic Guide to Finding Your Glow

By Robin Eisenberg

Embarking on a journey through space, this intergalactic self-care 
guide reveals rituals that are essential to unlocking one’s inner glow. 
Blending the earthly and the extraterrestrial, this book couples 
bite-sized pieces of advice with artist Robin Eisenberg’s vibrant, 

eye-catching illustrations, offering inspiration that feels fun, lighthearted, and accessible.

Unjacketed Hardcover, $14.95, 16.51 x 16.51 cm, 80 pages, color illustrations,  
480 words, Fall 2020

Illustration by Liz Climo from The Little World of Liz Climo Flexi Journal
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Art & Photography

QUEER ICONS AND THEIR CATS

By Alison and Peter Nastasi

In this third photographic roundup of famous cat fanciers and their furry feline friends, 
Writers and Their Cats author Alison Nastasi and her brother Peter Nastasi introduce us to 
Queer Icons and Their Cats. This volume features LGBTQ celebrities of the past and present 
alongside their beloved cat companions—from entertainer and spy Josephine Baker with her 
pet cheetah Chiquita, to Queer Eye makeover artist Jonathan Van Ness with his beloved cat 
Larry. This gifty hardcover book is sure to delight longtime fans of the series as well as those 
just discovering it with this newest volume.

Hardcover, $16.95, 15.2 x 20.3 cm, 112 pages, 45 photographs (color and b&w), 10,000 words, Spring 2021

GUERRILLA GIRLS: THE ART OF BEHAVING BADLY
By The Guerrilla Girls

It was 1985 when the original Guerrilla Girls papered downtown 
Manhattan with posters calling out the Museum of Modern Art for 
its lack of representation of female artists. Ever since, these masked 
feminist avengers have produced hundreds of posters, stickers, 
billboards, and books, all critiquing the lack of diversity in art, film, 
politics, and pop culture. The Art of Behaving Badly is the first 
book to catalog their entire wild career from 1985 to the present, 
documenting every provocative street campaign, unforgettable 

media appearance, and large-scale exhibition. 

Hardcover, $30.00, 21.6 x 27.9 cm, 192 pages, color images, perforated mask in inside back cover, 15,000 words, Fall 2020
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KEEP MAKING ART
By Beth Pickens

In Keep Making Art, author Beth Pickens (Your Art Will Save  
Your Life) draws on her training as a counselor and her experience 
as an arts consultant to help artists and creatives develop a lasting 
and meaningful practice in the face of life’s persistent challenges. 
Pickens focuses on twelve obstacles that hinder the creative 
process; from time, money, and education, to isolation, fear, and 
anxiety, this expert author knows the artist’s struggle inside and 
out. Keep Making Art will help readers get to the root of a problem, 

break bad habits, and come up with routines that foster productivity, and creativity.

Paperback, $18.95, 15.2 x 20.3 cm, 128 pages, 50,000 words, Spring 2021

YOU WILL LEAVE A TRAIL OF STARS

By Lisa Congdon

Lisa Congdon—author of the bestselling grad book Whatever You Are, Be a Good One—
brings her unique brand of fierce optimism and bold, colorful illustration to this new inspira-
tional gift book. In addition to gorgeously hand-lettered quotes and advice about authenticity, 
lifelong learning, empathy, discipline, community, and confidence, this new book includes 
short essays by Congdon that further illuminate the topics.

Hardcover, $15.95, 15.2 x 20.3 cm, 136 pages, color illustrations, 10,000 words, Spring 2021

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF

By Anisa Makhoul

Dancing, wishing on stars, setting healthy boundaries—from the 
minute to the deeply meaningful, the daily self-care rituals in  
this book will help readers transform their lives. In this illustrated 
guide to self-care, artist and printmaker Anisa Makhoul presents 
comforting nuggets of wisdom as colorful block prints. The art is 
accompanied by short, typeset paragraphs written in Makhoul’s 
friendly and down-to-earth style, reminding readers that taking care 
of oneself is far from selfish—it’s a revolutionary act of love. 

Hardcover, $14.95, 12.7 x 17.8 cm, 112 pages, 55 color illustrations, 4,200 words, Spring 2021

HOW TV CAN MAKE YOU SMARTER  

By Allison Shoemaker  

This lively guide shows readers the numerous emotional and intel-
lectual benefits of television. Through a wide selection of diverse 
genres, from scripted comedies, dramas, and classics to reality and 
beyond, TV critic Allison Shoemaker rewires our thinking to show 
readers how to take advantage of our 24/7 access to this ever-evolv-
ing medium. Learn how to gain empathy (Mad Men). Discover how 
working within boundaries (Doctor Who) or breaking them apart 
(Buffy the Vampire Slayer) can be good for you. Or simply find 

acceptance in embracing “bad” TV, and learn to love yourself in the morning. 

Hardcover, $12.95, 11.5 x 17.5 cm, 112 pages, 16,800 words, Fall 2020

COLOR STUDIES
By Bob Hambly

Why are the Yellow Pages yellow? How did red-eyed tree frogs get 
their red eyes? What’s the world’s ugliest color? This smart and 
absorbing book invites readers to explore the intersections of color, 
culture, and nature. In 75 short essays, designer Bob Hambly reveals 
fun and fascinating facts about the way we talk about, see, and use 
color every day. With colorful photographs throughout, this book 
will delight rainbow lovers, design enthusiasts, and anyone curious 
about little-known histories and hidden meanings.

Jacketed hardcover, $19.95, 13.97 x 22.86 cm, 160 pages, color photographs, 1,800 words, Spring 2021

OIL PAINTING

Materials, Supplies, and Safe Practices

By Kimberly Brooks

This slim, accessible volume advises both aspiring and experienced 
painters on how to set up and maintain an inspiring, safe, and 
solvent-free oil-paint practice. Painter and former Huffington Post 
Arts editor Kimberly Brooks offers practical instruction on choosing 
materials and supplies, mixing colors, cleaning brushes, and reduc-
ing your exposure to toxins and harmful chemicals, all in a direct, 
conversational style. Oil Painting is an essential artist’s handbook 

for a health-conscious era. 

Paperback, $16.95, 12.7 x 17.8 cm, 176 pages, 26,400 words, Spring 2021

HEY, WEIRDO!
By James Victore and Laura Victore

It’s time to embrace our weirdness and tap into our true potential. 
James and Laura Victore team up to give a compelling argument for 
the power of nonconformity, individual expression, and following 
your passions. The book features interviews with entrepreneurs and 
innovators who have channeled their weirdnesses into successful 
and fulfilling careers; personal advice on how to raise children un-
afraid to be fully themselves; and approximately 100 illustrations by 
James himself from his renowned design and art practice. This will 

be an inspiring gift for artists, iconoclasts, entrepreneurs, graduates, parents, and anyone 
who has ever been called weird.

Paperback with flaps, $19.95, 15.24 x 20.32 cm, 160 pages, color illustrations, Spring 2021
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PANTONE NOTES: BRIGHTS 

20 Different Notecards and Envelopes

By Pantone, LLC

Add some color to your correspondence with these notecards featuring 
Pantone’s iconic color-chip design. Pantone Notes: Brights introduces 
20 exceptionally vibrant hues to this bestselling boxed notecard format.

Box with lift-off lid, $15.95, 11.1 x 14 x 3.8 cm, 20 cards, 20 envelopes, Fall 2020

PANTONE 50 POSTCARDS

By Pantone, LLC

These postcards featuring Pantone’s iconic color-chip design will 
brighten up any mailbox. Pantone 50 Postcards offers an exciting array 
of shades to share with friends and family near and far. 

Box with hinged lid, $16.95, 11.1 x 15.9 x 3.2 cm, 50 different full-color postcards, Fall 2020

FINDING THE BLACK LEOPARD

By Will Burrard-Lucas

This book combines compelling narrative and captivating images to recount how British 
photographer Will Burrard-Lucas captured the first high-quality photographs of the elusive 
black leopard in Kenya in 2019. His story begins during his childhood in Tanzania, where  
he fell in love with wildlife photography. He went on to create a remote-controlled camera 
(the BeetleCam) and a sophisticated camera trap, which allowed him to photograph animals 
with unprecedented intimacy and drama. Burrard-Lucas’s engaging prose is paired with his 
stunning images not only of the leopard, but also of elephants, lions, and more iconic  
animals. This is an enthralling read for anyone who loves nature, big cats, photography,  
or adventure.

Jacketed hardcover, $32.50, 19.05 x 22.86 cm, 240 pages, color photographs, 20,000 words, Spring 2021

HUMAN NATURE

Planet Earth in Our Time
Twelve Photographers Address the Future of the Environment by 
David Doubilet, J. Henry Fair, Jennifer Hayes, Tim Laman, Cristina 
Mittermeier, Paul Nicklen, Joel Sartore, Brian Skerry, George Stein-
metz, Brent Stirton, Ami Vitale, and Steve Winter

Edited by Geoff Blackwell and Ruth Hobday

The United Nations has declared that nature is in more trouble now 
than at any other time in human history. Extinction looms over  
one million species of plants and animals. Challenging questions 

emerge: What do we have? What do we stand to lose? In this illuminating book, twelve  
of National Geographic’s most influential photographers address the biggest concerns of 
our time. Alongside their reflections, they present curated selections from their photographic
careers. Stories and extraordinary images from around the world come together in a 
powerful call to awareness and action. This book offers inspiration to environmentalists, 
activists, photography fans, and anyone concerned about the future of our world.

Jacketed Hardcover, $45.00, 21.59 x 27.94 cm, 160 pages, color photographs, Fall 2020
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Lifestyle

A TURTLE’S GUIDE TO INTROVERSION
By Ton Mak

Being an introvert comes with numerous advantages and the occa-
sional woe, and no animal knows that better than the humble turtle 
hiding in its hard shell. A charming follow-up to A Sloth’s Guide 
to Mindfulness, here is a celebration of introverts and their many 
wonderful, often-underrated qualities. With spare yet resonant text, 
delightful illustrations, and a lovable narrator, this sweet little book 

will attract an audience of self-identified introverts, as well as art and comic enthusiasts who 
love Ton’s signature doughy characters. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $16.95, 15 x 15 cm, 120 pages, 2-color illustrations, 1,000 words, Spring 2021

MERRY JANE’S THE CBD SOLUTION: WELLNESS
How Cannabis, CBD, and Other Plant Allies Can  

Change Your Everyday Life
By Merry Jane

From Merry Jane, the leading voice in cannabis culture, launched 
by world-renowned rap icon Snoop Dogg, comes this authoritative 
guide to using cannabis to improve wellness. This book reveals how 
CBD affects mood and can be used generally in health routines— 
in bath oils, balms, tinctures, and more—to relieve everything from 
headaches and achy joints to stress and anxiety. With a pearlescent 

foil case and a signature of silver foil, plus dozens of illustrations and striking photographs, 
this is truly a luxe handbook for CBD users and the canna-curious. 

Hardcover, $19.95, 13 x 18 cm, 208 pages, 4-color illustrations and photography, 26,000 words, Fall 2020

MERRY JANE’S THE CBD SOLUTION: SEX
How Cannabis, CBD, and Other Plant Allies Can  

Improve Your Everyday Life
By Merry Jane

This second book in the Merry Jane CBD series speaks to one of the 
most-asked, most-requested topics: How can CBD improve my sex 
life? This all-encompassing, no-holds-barred exploration of CBD and 
sexual wellness features how-tos on everything from dirty talk to 
erotic massage, go-to recipes like CBD lube and CBD mocktails, and 
bedroom activities like using breathwork to enhance your sexual 

experience. With a seductive package featuring neon inks, psychedelic art, bold photography, 
and infographics, this is a red-hot gift for a partner and an empowering self-purchase for 
anyone who wants to cultivate a satisfying sex life.

Hardcover, $19.95, 12 x 18 cm, 208 pages, 4-color illustrations and photography, 30,000 words, Fall 2020
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FLORET FARM’S BOOK OF DAHLIAS 
The Ultimate Guide to Growing, Harvesting,  

and Arranging Stunning Dahlias

By Erin Benzakein 

From Erin Benzakein, star flower farmer and bestselling author  
of Cut Flower Garden and A Year in Flowers, comes this gorgeous 
guide to growing, harvesting, and arranging dahlias. The stunning 
photography and inviting writing make this book is a comprehensive 
resource for dahlia care from farm to centerpiece. With hundreds 

of lush floral images and a visual guide to more than 500 varieties of dahlias, here is a lovely 
invitation to live a dahlia-filled life.  

Unjacketed hardcover, $24.95, 18.4 x 23.5 cm, 208 pages, 35,000 words, 500 color photographs, Spring 2021 

THE MODERN CARAVAN 

Stories of Life on the Road

By Kate Oliver 

The Modern Caravan is a guide to styling beautiful mobile spaces 
and a celebration of nomadic living. The book presents stories and 
photos from a dozen moving homes, pairing engaging personal 
narratives with simple how-to styling advice. Writer and photogra-
pher Kate Oliver is an interior decorator who lives in a converted 
Airstream with her wife and daughter and travels the country  

renovating interiors for Airstreams, trailers, and other nomadic vehicles. In The Modern  
Caravan, Kate presents visual stories that evoke the spirit of adventure and showcase a 
range of inspiring interior styles. Featuring gorgeous photographs, compelling narratives, 
and simple decor tips, The Modern Caravan is a visual journey through beautiful spaces  
that prove tiny home living can be both functional and chic.   

Unjacketed hardcover, $27.50, 18.4 x 23.5 cm, 224 pages, 100 color photographs, 25,000 words, Spring 2021  

FOG LINEN LIVING
Seasonal Japanese Practices for  
Creating a Beautiful, Inviting Home

By Yumiko Sekine, with Jenny Wapner

From Yumiko Sekine, founder of beloved Japanese lifestyle brand 
Fog Linen, comes this elegant guide to Japanese living. Organized 
by season, the book presents Japanese traditions for bathing, eating, 
sleeping, decorating, and entertaining throughout the year. In each 
section, Yumiko delivers advice on selecting the right objects and 
traditions to cultivate a space that promotes happiness and beauty. 

Part design inspiration, part manifesto on living with simplicity and elegance, Fog Linen 
Living is an invitation to create a home that nourishes, rejuvenates, and inspires.  

Unjacketed hardcover, $24.95, 18.4 x 25.4, 224 pages, 20,000 words, 200 color photographs, Spring 2021  
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THE BRIDE’S GUIDE TO GLOW

Everything You Need For Beautiful Skin on Your Big Day

By Tarren Brooks

A bride’s guide to looking and feeling her best, The Bride’s Guide to 
Glow offers simple skin-care advice to enhance natural beauty and 
guarantee a radiant, wedding day glow. With an emphasis on holistic 
health rather than makeup or beauty trends, this book covers all 
aspects of skin care, including information on skin types, professional 
and at-home treatments, sun protection, and nourishment from the 
inside out. Esthetician Tarren Brooks also suggests routines to  
implement a month before the wedding, the week before, and the 

day of. Encouraging brides to embrace their natural glow instead of covering it up, this light-
weight, compact manual makes skin care easy for even the busiest bride.

Jacketed hardcover, $19.95 US, 13 x 21 cm, 128 pages, color illustrations, 20,000 words, Fall 2020

FACE FITNESS 

Simple and Natural Practices for Healthy, Glowing Skin
By Patricia San Pedro 

Face Fitness is a guide to facial exercises that promote beautiful, 
healthy skin by toning, sculpting, and stretching the face muscles. 
Written by face fitness expert and lifestyle blogger Patricia San  
Pedro, the book draws on a mixture of on-trend natural beauty  
techniques and presents 50 simple-to-follow exercises, including 
facial massages, face yoga practices, and clean-beauty treatments 
to rejuvenate skin and muscles. Brimming with lovely illustrations, 

expert tips, and empowering inner-beauty mantras, Face Fitness makes it easy (and fun!)  
to achieve healthy skin.  

Unjacketed hardcover, $19.95, 15.2 x 20.3 cm, 160 pages, color illustrations, 10,000 words, Spring 2021 

MOON BATH 

Bathing Rituals and Recipes for Relaxation and Vitality

By Dakota Hills and Sierra Brashear 
 

Moon Bath is a guide to preparing restorative baths for self-care. 
The book is organized into four sections based on lunar cycles:  
New Moon, Waxing Moon, Full Moon, Waning Moon, and each 
section features several nourishing bath (and shower!) recipes, 
meditative prompts, self-care practices, and affirmations. Featuring 
gorgeous artwork, nature-inspired recipes, and wisdom derived 

from Ayurveda and plant-based medicine, Moon Bath is a beautiful invitation to slow down, 

reconnect with nature, and foster well-being. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $19.95, 15.24 x 20.3 cm, 168 pages, color photographs and illustrations, 20,000 words, Fall 2020 
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THE EX-GIRLFRIEND OF MY EX-GIRLFRIEND IS  

MY GIRLFRIEND
By Madeline Court, illustrated by Kelsey Wroten

Madeline Court, a.k.a. Xena Worrier Princess, queer advice  
columnist extraordinaire, is here to help readers through their  
romantic conundrums. The Ex-Girlfriend of My Ex-Girlfriend Is 
My Girlfriend offers smart, sincere advice on love, dating, friend-
ship, family, heartbreak, and more—all delightfully illustrated by 
comics artist Kelsey Wroten. Based on Court’s zine series of  

the same name, this book will feature anonymous submissions from queer women and 
non-binary folks, as well as interviews and guest essays from notable contributors, such  
as transgender activist Tyler Ford and comedian and writer Samantha Irby.

Paperback, $19.95, 15.2 x 20.3 cm, 192 pages, 3-color illustrations, 50,000 words, Spring 2021

MOMMY CUSSES
By Serena Dorman

For newish moms who need to laugh at the absurdity of parenting 
(so they don’t cry), who are looking for a we’re-in-this-together 
sense of solidarity, and who don’t have time to read a “real” book, 
here is a hilarious and highly relatable collection of mom malarkey. 
There are “un-inspirational” quotes, helpful lists (How to Look  
Like You Have Your Act Together), mom-tivities, and quizzes, all  

delivered with a healthy dose of sarcasm. Packaged in a handy little trim size, Mommy  
Cusses is the perfect gift for stressed-out, strung-out moms who need some comic relief.

Unjacketed hardcover, $14.95, 15 x 15 cm, 112 pages, color illustrations, 15,000 words, Spring 2021 

THE VAGINA BOOK 

An Owner’s Manual for Taking Care of Your Down There
By THINX with Dr. Jenn Conti 
Illustrations by Daiana Ruiz 
Foreword by Margaret Cho

 

From popular feminine hygiene brand THINX comes this ultimate 
guide to feminine healthcare. With sections on periods, vaginal 
health, nutrition, sex, contraception, self-care, and more, the book 
covers all the essential topics in women’s health through fun-to-read 
entries and richly illustrated visuals. Each chapter includes expert 

advice, eye-catching infographics, and relatable personal stories from a diverse group of  
contributors, making this an engaging guide for anyone who wants to understand her body 
and make healthy decisions. Empowering, accessible, and delivered in a stunning package 
that is both authoritative and downright entertaining, The Vagina Book is a must-have hand-
book for every modern woman.   

Unjacketed hardcover, $24.95, 15.24 x 20.3 cm, 240 pages, color illustrations, 40,000 words, Fall 2020 
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AFTER THE RAIN 

Gentle Reminders for Healing, Courage, and Self-Love

By Alexandra Elle 

From beloved self-care storyteller, meditation teacher, and  
Instagram poet Alexandra Elle comes this beautiful invitation  
to find peace and discover self-love. Alexandra presents 15 life  
lessons—including acceptance, healing, and forgiveness—and 
shares her own powerful personal stories alongside simple  
meditations, affirmations, and prayers. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $19.95, 15.25 x 20.3 cm, 45,000 words, Fall 2020 

THINGS I’VE LEARNED ABOUT LOSS

By Dana Shields

Things I’ve Learned about Loss comprises the author’s personal 
story of loss, as well as words of wisdom and helpful, empathetic 
suggestions for the bereaved. By outlining the emotional transi-
tions and stages of grief—from initial shock and sadness through 
guilt and anger, and ultimately hope and acceptance—this book 
will help readers feel more prepared and less alone as they grieve. 

With a hopeful tone that is encouraging but never prescriptive, this petite hardcover makes 
a lovely, sincere gift for anyone dealing with loss.

Unjacketed hardcover, $10.95 US, 12.7 x 12.7 cm, 80 pages, 4-color interior, 5,000 words, Fall 2020

GOODBYE PHONE, HELLO WORLD 
65 Ways to Disconnect from Tech and Reconnect to Joy
By Paul Greenberg 
Illustrations by Emiliano Ponzi

This inviting book is an antidote to digital addiction. Bestselling 
author Paul Greenberg helps readers detox from their devices  
so they can reclaim the time lost to screens and cultivate a 
meaningful everyday life. The book includes 65 simple practices, 
mindfulness exercises, and life-affirming activities, including 
connecting with loved ones, spending time in the outdoors, enjoy-
ing art and music, and so much more. Full of lovely artwork and 

enriching exercises, Goodbye Phone, Hello World is an inspiring guide to achieving digital 
wellness and a rousing call to reconnect with the truly important things in life.  

Unjacketed hardcover, $17.95, 11.5 x 17.75 cm, color illustrations, 15,000 words, Fall 2020

I KNOW THIS TO BE TRUE SERIES
By Various Authors

In collaboration with the Nelson Mandela Foundation, this ambitious global project presents 
a collection of powerful interviews with world luminaries. Celebrated figures from diverse 
backgrounds all over the globe share their compelling stories, guiding ideals, and powerful 
wisdom. The books in the series feature interviews and are filled with striking photographs 
and delivered in a lovely jacketed hardcover, these books are the perfect present for  
graduates and anyone hoping to make a difference in the world. 

Proceeds from the sales will go to the Nelson Mandela Foundation.

I KNOW THIS TO BE TRUE: RENE REDZEPI

I KNOW THIS TO BE TRUE: SIMONE BILES

Also Available:

I KNOW THIS TO BE TRUE: NELSON MANDELA

I KNOW THIS TO BE TRUE: RUTH BADER GINSBURG

I KNOW THIS TO BE TRUE: GLORIA STEINEM

I KNOW THIS TO BE TRUE: STEPHEN CURRY

I KNOW THIS TO BE TRUE: BRYAN STEVENSON

I KNOW THIS TO BE TRUE: GRETA THUNBERG

Each title in the series: Jacketed hardcover, $14.95 US, 18 x 11 cm, pages, full-color photographs throughout, 6,000 words, June 2020.
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Photograph by Antonis Achilleos from Good for You

Food & Drink

CLASSY AS FUCK COCKTAILS 

60+ Damn Good Recipes for All Occasions

By Calligraphuck

From our bestselling Calligraphuck line, this cocktail book 
celebrates the fine arts of drinking and swearing. With more than 
60 recipes ranging from fucking classics to fancy-ass twists—plus 
dozens of variations including low- and no-alcohol options—and 
an introduction covering the basics on glassware, hardware,  
spirits, and methods, this collection is a fucking must for begin-
ners and experienced mixologists alike. 

Unjacketed Hardcover, $15.95, 12 x 17 cm, 128 pages, 2-color illustrations, 15,000 words, Fall 2020

ART BOOZEL

Cocktails Inspired by Artists

By Jennifer Croll
Illustrations by Kelly Shami   

Unwind with a Frida Kahlo or spark some creative inspiration 
while sipping on a Salvador Dalí with this creative cocktail book. 
Art Boozel is a collection of 60 modern and contemporary artists 
presented through expertly crafted cocktails. Each drink recipe  
is meant to perfectly match each individual artist’s distinct  
personality: a turmeric ginger syrup to mirror the luminous paint-

ings of Gustav Klimt, a robust tequila-laden drink for Diego Rivera, and a cheeky tomato 
syrup and dried tomato garnish for the always irreverent Andy Warhol. Included in each 
entry is a short bio of the artist and a lush portrait of the cocktail and subject.

Unjacketed hardcover, $18.95, 15.24 x 20.32 cm, 144 pages, 60 recipes, 25,500 words, Spring 2021

b. 1977

Kehinde Wiley
Portrait artist Kehinde Wiley’s canvases revolu-
tionize art history’s canon. Portrayed in grandiose 
poses reminiscent of the subjects of the Old Mas-
ters, the contemporary young people of color he 
paints assume positions of power, challenging the 
biases built into much of Western art. 

Soon after graduating with an MFA in art from 
Yale in 2001, Los Angeles-born Wiley relocated to 
Harlem to take up an artist-in-residence program. 
While walking the street there he found the mug-
shot of a young black man on the ground, which 
inspired him to paint other young black men into 
a more privileged context. He began photograph-
ing men in Harlem, asking them to strike classical 
poses; Wiley then painted them—wearing their 
own modern clothing—the way artists like Titian 
or Thomas Gainsborough might have done, trium-
phantly astride a rearing horse, resplendent on a 
divan or, most famously, posing in front of lush 
greenery and flowers. He later expanded his focus 
to include men and women from international 
cities like Mumbai, Senegal, Dakar, and Rio de Ja-
neiro, and painted famous black musicians like Ice 
T and Michael Jackson. 

In 2017, Wiley received an important com-
mission: the presidential portrait of former U.S. 
president Barack Obama. The resulting painting, 
unveiled in 2018, portrayed Obama in front of a 
wall of leaves and flowers. Like all of Wiley’s work, 
it’s full of references to historical art. Looking 
back to medieval times when most people couldn’t 
read, painters would work flowers into artwork 
to communicate specific symbolic meanings—
Wiley does the same here, with chrysanthemums 
representing Obama’s hometown of Chicago and 
rosebuds symbolizing love and courage. Both 
flowers appear in Wiley’s cocktail, which refer-
ences his penchant for botanical metaphor. 

The Kehinde Wiley

3 oz [90 ml] gin  
1 1/2 oz cucumber juice 
1 1/2 Tbsp fresh lime juice 
3 dashes rosewater 
Fresh basil, for garnish  
Edible flowers, such as miniature roses, 
chrysanthemums 

Combine all ingredients plus 1 1/2 oz of basil 
syrup in a shaker full of ice. Shake until chilled 
and strain into a cocktail glass. Garnish liberally 
with fresh basil, miniature roses, and miniature 
chrysanthemums. 

00
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THE FLAVOR EQUATION

The Science of Great Cooking in 125 Essential Recipes
By Nik Sharma

Nik Sharma, scientist, food blogger, and author of the buzz- 
generating cookbook Season, guides home cooks on an explo-
ration of flavor via 125 recipes in this groundbreaking book. He 
demonstrates how to convert approachable spices, herbs, and 
commonplace pantry items into tasty, simple dishes, providing  
inspiration and knowledge to both home cooks and seasoned 

chefs. With a scientific approach and Nik’s evocative, trademark photography style, The 
Flavor Equation is an accessible guide to elevating elemental ingredients in delicious 

dishes that hit all the right notes, every time.

Unjacketed hardcover, $35.00, 20 x 25 cm, 304 pages, 125 recipes, 125 color photographs, 60,000 words, Fall 2020

FLAVORS OF THE SUN

By Christine Sahadi Whelan

Featuring an unparalleled selection of thousands of imported 
foodstuffs and sundries, Sahadi’s is a renowned global spice  
emporium based in Brooklyn and frequented by tourists and 
locals alike. In this substantial cookbook, third-generation owner 
Christine Sahadi Whelan shows home cooks how to use up all 
those uncommon and trendy ingredients collecting dust at the 
back of the pantry, from za’atar and sumac to pomegranate  
molasses and Aleppo pepper. Complete with a comprehensive 

guide to spices and condiments and 250 accessible recipes that teach home cooks to 
incorporate global flavor into their food, Flavors of the Sun is a soup-to-nuts cookbook 
from a James Beard award–winning grocer and historic culinary institution. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $35.00, 20 x 28 cm, 352 pages, 250 recipes, 125 color photographs, 60,000 words, Spring 2021

GOOD FOR YOU

Bold Flavors with Benefits

By Akhtar Nawab with Andrea Strong

Here is a cookbook that infuses clean eating with rich flavor. 
Inspired by his Indian heritage, Kentucky upbringing, and  
professional experience cooking in Mexican and Italian restau-
rants, Akhtar Nawab presents 100 healthful recipes that satisfy 
every appetite. From basic building blocks—like vegan soubise 
and gluten-free bread—to recipes like Blueberry Ginger  
Smoothie, Gazpacho with Poached Shrimp, Fish Tacos with  

Pistachio Mole, and Dark Chocolate Almond Butter Cups with Sea Salt, this book is for 
anyone who wants to eat well and feel good. With bright, enticing photography, Good  
for You will attract both amateur and seasoned home cooks interested in wholesome, 
accessible recipes that pack serious flavor into every bite.  

Unjacketed hardcover, $29.95, 18 x 25 cm, 224 pages, 100 recipes, 65 color photographs, 45,000 words, Fall 2020

THE STASHER COOKBOOK: LET’S FIX LUNCH!
30 Recipes for Delicious, Environmentally Friendly  
Meals for Work, School, and On the Go

By Kat Nouri

For anyone who wants to be more environmentally friendly, this 
cookbook makes it easy (and fun!) to turn small, everyday choices 
into big impact. From Kat Nouri, founder of the beloved eco- 
conscious kitchen brand Stasher, comes this collection of more 
than 30 delicious, waste-free recipes for sandwiches, salads, soups, 
snacks, and more. The easy-to-prep dishes are paired with simple 

tips for reducing food waste and plastic use—plus a handy guide to buying in bulk, meal 
prepping, and food storage—making it easier than ever to make sustainable choices. Brim-
ming with bright, vivid photographs of tasty dishes and beautifully packed lunches that are 
good for you and good for the planet, Let’s Fix Lunch is the perfect kitchen companion for 
individuals and families who want to do their small part to protect the earth. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $19.95, 18 x 23 cm, 144 pages, 30+ recipes, 65 color photographs, 15,000 words, Fall 2020 

PANTRY TO PLATE

Kitchen Staples for Simple and Easy Cooking

By Emily Stephenson

Pantry to Plate is a guide to effectively stocking a pantry, with  
recipes. The book opens with a collection of 50 staple ingredients  
to always have on hand in your cupboard, fridge, and freezer, 
followed by 75 recipes that use those ingredients—and only those 
ingredients—to build delicious, healthy meals. Each recipe also 
includes a way to “freshen it up” with produce and supplemental 
ingredients. Perfect for new cooks just setting up their kitchens, as 

well as experienced chefs looking to streamline the dinner process, this cookbook ensures 
you have what you need to whip up a tasty, wholesome meal at the drop of a hat.

Paperback, $19.95 US, 15 x 20 cm, 208 pages, color illustrations, 75 recipes, Fall 2020

eggs for al l  meals 23
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MANGO & PEPPERCORNS

Recipes & Stories of Hope from Hy Vong
By Tung Nguyen, Katherine Manning, and Lyn Nguyen,  
with Elisa Ung 

Part memoir, part cookbook, Mango & Peppercorns blends 
Vietnamese recipes with the inspiring story of the famed Miami 
restaurant Hy Vong, and the tight-knit family at its core. The story 
begins in 1975 when Tung Nguyen flees Vietnam as a pregnant 
refugee and lands in the US, where she quickly forms a close bond 
with Katherine Manning. The story follows these two remarkable 
women through the years as together they raise Tung’s daughter, 

Lyn, and open a tiny neighborhood restaurant—which before long receives national acclaim 
for its delicious, flavorful food. Through powerful narrative, archival imagery, and 15 recipes 
that mirror their story, these women tell their moving, deeply personal story of finding family 
through food: a real-life American dream. 

Jacketed hardcover, $24.95, 15 x 23 cm, 224 pages, 15 recipes, 16 pages of archival photography, 60,000 words, Spring 2021

HOT CHEESE

Over 50 Gooey, Oozy, Melty Recipes
By Polina Chesnakova

Hot Cheese celebrates the magical combination of heat and cheese 
in over 50 recipes, including no-fuss snacks, hearty and healthy-ish 
meals, and party favorites, plus lots of twists on beloved classics 
and inventive, cheesy combinations. Included are delectable recipes 
like Easy-Peasy Poutine, Smoked Gouda Chicken Cordon Bleu, and 
the Best Nachos in the World. Plus, handy guides to throwing your 

own fondue or raclette party as well as lots of bright and stylish photography will satisfy any 
cheese lover. 

Unjacketed hardcover, $19.95, 19.05 x 22.86 cm, 144 pages, 50+ recipes, 30,800 words, Fall 2020

GRAZING TABLES

By Shelly Westerhausen

From the author of the bestselling Platters and Boards comes this 
go-to resource for preparing and styling gorgeous spreads of food 
for any occasion, large or small. With more platters, boards, plates, 
and entire tablescapes, this book also features step-by-step  
photography, diagrams, and instructions on styling and arranging 
to achieve that wow factor. Twenty grazing tables are organized 
by theme—such as Ladies Night, Christmas Morning, and Boozy 
Bloody Mary Brunch—each with a handful of scalable recipes that 

can serve anywhere from 2 to 50 guests. This gorgeous handbook is brimming with inspiring  
photography of abundant, delicious spreads, plus accessible recipes and styling how-tos.

Unjacketed hardcover, $27.95, 19 x 23 cm, 304 pages, 75 recipes, 100 color photographs, 40,000 words, Spring 2021
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POLAROID NOW

The History and Future of Polaroid Photography
By Steve Crist
Foreword by Matthew Antezzo

Contribution by Oskar Smolokowski

This officially licensed partnership with the world-renowned 
Polaroid brand celebrates the history and evolution of the first and 
foremost instant-imaging camera system. The cover of the book 
echoes the original 1960s packaging design by graphic designer 

Paul Giambarba, and the book edges are gilded in silver metallic that references the vintage 
Polaroid film packs. Historic and current Polaroid photography from iconic mid-century 
photographers and artists to contemporary creatives is featured throughout. Augmenting the 
photographs, a comprehensive visual and written index lists every Polaroid camera created 
to date. An artist index shows thumbnail images of every photograph included in the book 
along with the name of the artist, the location, date, and the specific Polaroid camera and 
film stock used. 

Hardcover, silver gilded edges, 17.7 x 21.5 cm, $35.00, 320 pages, more than 400 color photographs, Spring 2020

RALPH STEADMAN

Ralph Steadman: A Life in Ink is the definitive career retrospective 
of the revered and provocative UK artist. Renowned for his collabo-
rations with iconic American writer Hunter S. Thompson, he formed 
an unlikely duo who created “Gonzo” journalism. Their lifelong 
collaboration included the now-legendary Fear and Loathing in 
Las Vegas, originally published in Rolling Stone magazine, which 
has since become a cult classic. Along with Steadman’s signature 
ink-splattered style, he is also known for a diverse body of work 

that includes satirical political illustrations as well as award-winning children’s books such 
as Alice in Wonderland. This comprehensive monograph on the life and work of Ralph 
Steadman is a celebration of his important and influential career.

Clothbound hardcover with tip-on, silkscreen, and spot gloss, $60.00, 22.8 x 30.4 cm, 320 pages, 200 color illustrations,  
1,000 words, Fall 2020

TRINA TURK

Trina Turk celebrates the 25th anniversary of this colorful, mid- 
century-inspired fashion and lifestyle brand by designer Trina Turk. 
This first-ever monograph on the Trina Turk aesthetic will celebrate 
her distinctive patterns and sensibility that include her clothing 
designs for women; the Mr. Turk line of clothing for men; her home 
goods; architecturally significant homes she has restored, her 
distinctly designed retail stores; and her personal vintage collection 
of clothes, jewelry, furniture, and objects. An introduction by Trina 
Turk as well as essays by Simon Doonan, Barbara Bestor, and Booth 

Moore illuminate various aspects of this beloved brand.

Hardcover, $40.00, 20.3 x 27.3 cm, 208 pages, over 100 color photographs, 1,000 words, Fall 2020

INDIA MAHDAVI

India Mahdavi is the long-overdue first monograph on 
this world-renowned, award-winning Paris-based interior 
designer who is revered for her unique sense of color.  
This complete retrospective of Mahdavi’s celebrated career 
includes signature projects such as Sketch of London 
and the Ladurée restaurants in Tokyo, Geneva, and Los 
Angeles. Additionally, residential, hotel, showrooms, and 

exhibit design projects are included along with Mahdavi’s extensive line of custom furniture, 
lighting, accessories, and brand collaborations. An interview with Mahdavi in English and 
French is included in the introduction to the book.

Clothbound hardcover, $60.00, 22.8 x 30.4 cm, 272 pages, over 100 full-color photographs,  
1,000 words in English and French, Fall 2020
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BETWEEN HEAVEN AND HELL

The Story of My Stroke

By David Talbot 

Acclaimed writer, bestselling author, and founder of Salon magazine, 
David Talbot is known for his New York Times bestseller Brothers, 
The Devils Chessboard, and the nationally recognized Season of the 
Witch. Now for the first time, the journalist and historian turns in-
ward in this intimate journey through the life-changing year following 
his stroke, a year that turned his life upside down, and ultimately 
saved him. Along the way, Talbot offers readers insider stories on the 

wild early days of internet journalism, insights into the new tech culture, the down and dirty 
of Hollywood, and much more.  

Paperback, $14.95, 14.73 x 21.08 inches, 176 pages, 35,000 words, Fall 2020 

WHICH SIDE OF HISTORY?

How Technology Is Reshaping Our Democracy and Our Lives 

Edited by James P. Steyer, Common Sense Media 

Bound to spark a major international discussion, this collection  
of over 30 thought-provoking essays considers how technology is  
affecting our democracy, our society, and our future. Prominent  
national voices—including Marc Benioff, Ellen Pao, Bill Gates, 
Chelsea Clinton, Mike Bloomberg, Thomas Friedman, Kara Swisher, 
Aaron Sorkin, Khaled Hosseini, Sacha Baron Cohen, Tim Wu, Sherry 
Turkle, and many others¬—challenge readers to take action to  

improve technology’s effects on our lives. Exploring issues around privacy, disinformation, 
fake news, the rise of cyberbullying, climate change, and the impact of the “move fast and 
break things” mentality in tech culture, this timely book offers readers roadmaps for  
constructive change. Full of thought-provoking perspectives and with an introduction by 
James P. Steyer, the CEO and founder of Common Sense Media, Which Side of History?  
will help shape the conversations we have around technology for years to come.

Paperback original, $17.95, 15 x 23 cm, 288 pages, 70,000 words, Fall 2020 

TRUST YOURSELF
Stop Overthinking, Master Your Emotions,  
and Channel Your Ambition into Success

By Melody Wilding

Highly sensitive and high performing? Being attuned to your emotions, 
environment, and the behavior of others can be the keys to success, 
but they can also lead to overthinking everything and burnout.  
Melody Wilding is a human behavior expert, executive coach, and 

regular contributor to Forbes, Business Insider, and the Atlantic. In Trust Yourself, she 
identifies this problem and gives this nuanced reader profile a name—“Sensitive Strivers.” 
Drawing on the latest research and work with clients, she examines the intersection of sensi-
tivity and achievement and the challenges that come along with it in the workplace, offering 
neuroscience-based strategies readers can use to reclaim control of their lives and reach  
their full potential.

Hardcover, $26.95, 13.97 x 20.95 cm, 272 pages, 60,000 words, Spring 2021
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YOU ARE WHAT YOU CLICK
Transform Your Relationship with Tech  

and Make It Work for You

By Brian A. Primack, MD, PhD

What if a doctor could tell you how to keep both your screen time 
and your sanity? You Are What You Click not only shows us how 
what we are consuming online affects our happiness, but also gives 
us a personalized diet for enjoying a healthy relationship with social 

media based on our personality type. Award-winning and internationally acclaimed expert on 
the relationship between technology and health Brian Primack delivers a realist’s guide for 
anyone with a handle, arming readers with new evidence-based research about how we can 
transform social media into a tool for inspiration, creativity, and connection.

Jacketed hardcover, $25.95 US, 15 x 21 cm, 224 pages, 60,000 words, Spring 2021

WILD RITUALS 
10 Lessons Animals Can Teach Us About Connection,  
Community, and Ourselves
By Caitlin O’Connell 
Photographs by Caitlin O’Connell and Timothy Rodwell 

Stanford behavioral ecologist and world-renowned elephant 
scientist Caitlin O’Connell has spent more than 30 years studying 
animals in the wild. With fascinating stories and full-color photogra-
phy, O’Connell reveals 10 lost rituals from the animal kingdom that 
teach us how to be more connected to ourselves, nature, and others. 

Through her expeditions in the Caribbean and the African savannah, this award-winning  
author immerses us in the cultures of elephants, apes, zebras, rhinos, lions, whales, flamingos, 
and other animals. The result is a captivating look at just how similar we are to these wild 
creatures and how we can reclaim our innate ability to connect for a more meaningful life.

Jacket hardcover, $26.95, 15 x 23 cm, 264 pages, 16 page insert with color photographs, 60,000 words, Fall 2020

DESTINATION WELLNESS

Traveling the World for the Secrets to Better Living
By Annie Daly

Health and travel journalist Annie Daly combines on-the-ground 
reporting and personal narrative to look for an antidote to the West’s 
toxic wellness industry. She travels around the world, exploring off-
the-beaten-path philosophies and practices for better living in places 
like Jamaica, Brazil, Japan, India, Norway, and Hawaii to learn why 

so many people there are so much healthier and happier, and what we can learn from them. 
While these traditions may appear to have little in common, their roots provide an essential 
truth: living well isn’t a trend—or a competition—and it certainly isn’t something you can 
buy. Daly writes regularly for SELF, Condé Nast Traveler, Travel + Leisure, Bon Appetit’s 
Healthyish, and BuzzFeed.

Hardcover, $19.95, 13.97 x 20.95 cm, 240 pages, 50,000 words, Spring 2021
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CHILDREN’S HIGHLIGHTS

A STONE SAT STILL 
By Brendan Wenzel

   • 7 foreign editions!
   • Publishers Weekly Best Books of 2019
   • Amazon Best Book of the Year

“Profound and poetic.” —The New York Times Book Review

⭑ “There’s a touch of Margaret Wise Brown to the softly musical 
text… the contrasts are deft and the stone an effective focal 

point without being anthropomorphized… [A Stone Sat Still] could occasion a pairing with 
Karas’ As an Oak Tree Grows or a trip to nearby rocks or trees to discuss local time, or it 
could just be a lulling, thought-tickling readaloud.”  

—The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books, STARRED REVIEW

⭑“Wenzel scores another hit with this engaging and thought-provoking [book] . . . Stunning.”  
—School Library Journal, STARRED REVIEW

⭑“A powerful kaleidoscope of nature, A Stone Sat Still is stunning.”  
—Shelf Awareness, STARRED REVIEW

⭑“Awe-inspiring.” —Booklist, STARRED REVIEW

⭑“The wonderful mixed-media creatures and their encounters entertain, while bigger ideas 
suggest all kinds of conversations about perception and perspective, wildlife and habitat,  
local and global change, and eternity and evanescence.” 

—Publishers Weekly, STARRED REVIEW

RABBIT AND THE MOTORBIKE  
By Kate Hoefler 

Illustrated by Sarah Jacoby

   • 3 starred reviews!
   • 4 foreign editions
   • Kirkus Reviews Best Book of 2019

⭑“[A] vicarious, imagined ride… [Rabbit and the Motorbike] 
exudes emotion.”—Publishers Weekly, STARRED REVIEW

⭑“Rich in metaphor without an ounce of heavy-handedness, this timeless fable should be 
left out for a little one to come to and contemplate on their own, when the need arises.” 
 —Booklist, STARRED REVIEW

⭑“Exhilarating . . . Graceful text and evocative illustrations combine in this story about the 
rewards of facing fears and trying something new.”  

—Kirkus Reviews, STARRED REVIEW

SUCH A GOOD BOY 
By Marianna Coppo

   • 2 foreign editions!

⭑“[Such a Good Boy is] a thoughtful, existential story that 
raises questions about what makes dogs happy. Kids will be 
delighted, inspired, and challenged… a heart-melting look 
inside the life of pets.”  

—Booklist, STARRED REVIEW
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